**GIN | (25ML)**

*Our boutique gins are small batch productions from distillers with a passion for both their product & craft.*

**FIFTY POUNDS GIN | £4.50**
Crafted in a small distillery in south-east London, this classic London dry gin is smooth and elegant. The name is derived from the tax imposed on home distillers in the 1700s, by the Crown, during the London gin craze.

**ANNO GIN | £4.50**
This delightful gin, crafted in Kent, uses botanicals picked from the local area such as lavender and samphire. Using no less than 16 botanicals, it infuses herbal, citrus and floral notes.

**GENEVER | £4.10**
This young grain Genever, hand crafted in Holland has pleasant aromas of juniper, vanilla and hints of malt.

**TEA COCKTAILS | £7.50**
*All served in teapots and made with our own blends of tea and infusions*

**GRAHAM’S RUIN**
White rum infused with our ‘Graham Greene & Chocolate’ tea, a splash of Limoncello and topped up with ginger beer.

**DIVINELY DECADENT**
Blackdown Vodka infused with our ‘Deliciously Decadent’ fruit infusion, a dash of summer fruit liqueur and finished with red grape juice & soda.

**SHADY LADY**
Blackdown Gin infused with our ‘Shades of Grey’ tea, lychee liqueur, a splash of pomegranate and rose cordial & topped up with tonic.

**GIN COCKTAILS**

**DRY MARTINI | £7.50**
Blackdown gin and Blackdown Vermouth, served 1930s style.

**CHERRY DECO | £7.00**
Aviation gin, Maraschino liqueur and a splash of tonic.

**WHISKY | (35ML)**

**ADELPHI PRIVATE STOCK BLEND | £4.50**
The aroma is a pleasing fusion of salty peat and estery fruitiness. If you like your big fruit Speysiders & your peaty Islays, this could be just your thing!

**FINLAGGEN | £4.80**
An Islay single malt which possesses a great peatiness & a dry, clean, oak smoked flavour.

**BOTTLED BEERS | FROM £3.20**
*(see board)*

**LOCAL ALES | FROM £4.20**
*(see board)*

**FRUIT CIDERS | £4.10**

**RUM**

**DIPLOMATICO ANEJO | £3.80 (25ML)**
A rum with notes of sweet caramel, raisins and cocoa powder with an oaky spice. A well balanced and creamy rum that doesn’t overpower.

**FEVER TREE TONICS | £1.50**
*per bottle*

**COCKTAILS, BEERS AND SPIRITS**

**BLACKDOWN GIN | £4.20**
This local Sussex dry gin uses only the natural botanicals including Silver Birch sap from the trees around the distillery giving a slightly woody aroma. A smooth and sweet tasting gin.

**AVIATION GIN | £4.30**
An American dry gin from Portland that is less focused on the juniper berry. This is a great gin for those interested in tasting something a little different to the London dry.

**FEVER TREE TONICS | £1.50**
*per bottle*